If you love
dave cousins, try . . .
DON’T CALL ME ISHMAEL

EVERYBODY JAM

MICHAEL GERARD BAUER Templar

ALI LEWIS Random House

GEEKHOOD: CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE GIRL KIND

THE WORLD OF NORM

With a name that is heaven to
bullies, geeky Ishmael keeps
a low profile at school. Until a
fearless new boy thrusts him
into the limelight!

ANDY ROSS Little Tiger Press

In his role–playing games,
Archie is a Level 5 Mage. In the
real world, he battles orc–like
bullies and bad hair. Can he
succeed in a Daring Quest to
win a gorgeous girl’s heart?

NOAH BARLEYWATER
RUNS AWAY
JOHN BOYNE Random House

Running down the hidden forest
path, Noah finds a marvellous
toyshop, whose toymaker spins
a story of wonder, magic and
broken promises.

HOLES

His big brother is dead, his
school–age sister is pregnant,
and Danny is stuck trying to
prove that he’s a man. Then into
the chaos comes a wide–eyed
English backpacker.

JONATHAN MERES
Orchard

It’s just not fair! In fact, in
Norm’s world, nothing ever is –
especially now they’ve moved
house and he mistakes the
wardrobe for the loo! Will his
life ever get easier?

GRAFFITI MOON
CATH CROWLEY

Tonight, Lucy means to find
Shadow, the graffiti artist
whose colours and birds have
made her fall in love from far
away. She has seven hours to
find this boy of heartbreak and
escape. But she can’t see the one
thing that’s right before her eyes.

LOUIS SACHAR Bloomsbury

Digging a hole in the desert
sun at boot camp each day is
the way to turn a bad boy into
a good boy. But is that all there
is to it – or must Stanley dig up
the truth?

SOCKS ARE NOT ENOUGH
MARK LOWERY Scholastic

He’s embroiled in a school
scandal, his big brother is
snogging his dream girl, AND
his parents are secret nudists
who want to go public! Could
Mike’s life get any worse?
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